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During these days I was absent due to sickness,
but my class was working on writing poetry and
discussing famous poets.
If there is anything that can make you master
poetry is imitating the masters. 

April 15 & 17 

Knowing about their life and inspirations can
help you understand a but better their writing
styles. 
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April 19 & 23 

To start it off we listed off
three things were good a.
This makes sense, since it’s
better to do this kinds of
speech about something
you dominate .

We finished our
presentations on this day
and we watched a video
about a Demostrative
speech.

A good way to learn
about a topic is while
discussing it with others
rather than studying it
alone. Helps you see
others point of view. 

My  classmates presented
on their chosen poets
and discussed each of
them. I was also away this
day.



What We Did

April 25 & 29

We worked on building our
demostrative speech with the
things we know best. Having a
well structured speech makes

you present more fluently. 

Going back through our
memories of our favorite

activities makes you reflect on
how many things you’ve

learned throughout the year
and that all of your time wasn’t

wasted.

What We Know



May 1 & 3

DemonstrativeDemonstrative SpeechSpeech
Our classmates started presenting
their demonstrative speeches, and
all of them were very creative and
interesting. Practicing oral
presentations in the way of a
speech helps you improve your
public speaking. 

Public speaking is a skilll that most
of us should practice, and having
to talk about something we’re
good at can help us improve in it.
All of us finalized presenting, and
we eached talked about topics
that were helpful. As things such
as preparing your face before
makeup and dressing well. 



We’ve closed with a flourish this course as we finished
poetry learning the steps of the masters and their
interesting life stories.  

And to top it of, the cherry on top is something we’ve been
doing the entire year. Public speaking, which is essential for
our upcoming years. I’ve definitely learnt a lot, and I will
cherish not only these 8 class memories but the 70
memories I’ve shared. 

Conclusion



Thank
You


